Abstract. This paper presents a finite element model to predict the progressive damage mechanisms in open-hole PEEK (Poly-Ether-Ether-Ketone) laminates. The stochastic laminate's properties with non-uniform stress distribution are considered from element to element using the Gaussian distribution function. The failure modes considered are: fiber tension/ compression, matrix tension/compression, fiber/matrix shear, and delamination damage. The onset of damage initiation and propagation are predicted and compared with three different failure criteria: strain-based damage criterion, Hashin-based degradation approach and stress-based damage criterion which is proposed by the authors of the present work. The interlaminar damage modes associated with fiber/matrix shearing and delamination are modeled using the cohesive elements technique in ABAQUS™ with fracture energy evolution law. Mesh sensitivity and the effect of various viscous regularization factors are investigated. Damage propagation and failure path are examined by re-running the program for several times.
Introduction
Fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite laminates are in high demand in advanced aerospace structures owing to their light weight, high stiffness, high strength, good toughness, long durability, superior impact resistance and favorable damagetolerance properties. Yet, despite many advantages compared to their metal counterparts, these laminates are not exempt from deterioration and damage, especially in the presence of a stress concentration. Of particular interest here is to study a common type of thermoplastic composite known as AS4/PEEK laminate composed of poly-ether-etherketone (PEEK) reinforced by AS4 carbon fiber. We seek to predict the strength of this type of laminate in the presence of stress concentration in the form of a hole or a notch in pinned-and bolt-joints. This information is useful at the design stage.
It is appropriate to begin with a brief survey of the open literature since numerous investigations dedicated to the prediction of progressive damage and strength of the laminates with stress concentrations already exist. For example, Chang et al. [1] studied the progressive damage for T300/976 graphite epoxy containing a hole under tensile loading using the modified Hashin [2] failure criteria. Their approach was to reduce the material properties to zero when failure criteria is satisfied by implementing the socalled 'sudden degradation rule'. Lessard and Shokrieh [3] modified Hashin failure criteria by taking into account the non-linear characteristic of material as well as implementing the sudden material degradation rule. Dano et al. [4] investigated the bearing strength of glass/epoxy pinned-joint laminates using the commercial software ABAQUS™. Later, Icten and Karakuzu [5] investigated different failure modes and bearing strength in woven carbon/epoxy laminates using the failure criteria proposed by Hoffman [6] and Hashin [2] both numerically and experimentally. Maa and Cheng [7] developed a failure model using the continuum damage mechanics (CDM)-based failure model using elastic-plastic constitutive equations implemented in ABAQUS. Also reported was their experimental data for AS4/PEEK laminates containing a circular hole. In a similar way, Ding et al. [8] carried out a three-dimensional finite element analysis of an open-hole thermoplastic AS4/PEEK laminate to interpret the results of their experimental observations.
To consider delamination and inter-laminar damage, Lapczyk and Hurtado [9] developed an anisotropic damage model for predicting failure and post-failure behavior in fiber reinforced materials based on the concept of fracture energy dissipation. They addressed the convergence of the numerical model in the softening regime by introducing a viscous regularization factor in the computations. Recently, Falzon and Apruzzese [10] carried out a threedimensional CDM-based model in ABAQUS/ Explicit to simulate the intra-laminar degradation of fiber-reinforced laminates based on ply failure mechanisms. Their focus was on the non-linear response of the shear failure mode and the interaction with other failure modes. Recent literature in mechanic-based understanding and modeling of progressive damage analysis and prediction of strength of composite laminates specially notched laminates in composite research community contains many noteworthy studies such as the works reported by Camanho et al. [11] , Abisset et al. [12] , van der Meer et al. [13] and Fang et al. [14] , Daghia and Ladeveze [15] . Among them, Camanho et al. [11] examined a continuum damage model to predict the strength and size effects of notched carbon-epoxy laminates. They experimentally and analytically studied the effects of size and the development of a fracture process zone before final failure. Abisset et al. [12] investigated progressive degradation in an open-hole IM7/8552 carbon/epoxy laminate using a damage mesomodel developed based on a micromechanical approach. They compared experimental and numerical results considering the ply's thickness and the in-plane scaling effect to capture the change in failure mode and the effect of the specimen's scale on tensile strength. Van der Meer et al. [13] simulated progressive failure, matrix cracking, interface elements for delamination, and a continuum damage model for fiber failure using phantom-node computational method. They validated their computational framework against experimental observations for openhole tests and compact tension tests. Fang et al. [14] presented a new augmented finite element method (A-FEM) which can account for arbitrary crack path, and different intra-element discontinuities. They showed that within their new formulation one is able to derive an explicit and fully condensed elemental equilibrium equations using augmented elements without additional external nodes or degree of freedom. A survey of the published works clearly reveals that while substantial progress has been made especially in computational simulation of composites failure, predicting their progressive failure and arbitrary crack path considering randomness in material properties distribution remain a challenging task due to the complexity of the interactions among multiple damage processes. While some computational methods, i.e. phantom-node method [16] , extended-finite element method (X-FEM) [17] and augmented-finite element method (A-FEM) [18, 19] to simulate progressive arbitrary failure in composite materials can yield more accurate results than numerical methods considering reducing the material properties to zero at the time of failure and turning the element's load carrying capacity off, the objective of the present work is to investigate the progressive degradation, delamination behavior, and strength of an open-hole AS4/PEEK laminate with the stochastic distribution of material properties using a three-dimensional numerical simulation. The cohesive elements technique proposed by Camanho and Dávila [20] are considered between two adjacent layers to model the failure due to delamination. The progressive intra-laminar damage model based on the sudden degradation rule is compared to the other approaches with strain-based continuum damage formulation proposed by Linde et al. [21] . The procedure of the progressive interand intra-laminar damage evolution is implemented in commercial software ABAQUS™ [22] using programming in UMAT (user-defined material) subroutine.
Progressive damage models
In order to establish a progressive damage analysis, a set of failure criteria and material property degradation rules are required. The failure criteria must properly take into account the damage mechanisms such as fiber breakage, matrix cracking, fiber/matrix shearing and delamination. In the following sections, different failure methods used in the current work are explained in details. Two methods (Method I and Method II) are according to the strain and stressbased continuum damage mechanics formulation. These methods consider the gradual material property degradation controlled by the individual fracture energies in both the fiber and the matrix. The onset of damage initiation in Method II is based on the Hashin failure criteria while the one in Method I is based on an exponential damage initiation law (a strain-based evolution approach) developed by Linde et al. [21] . However, the damage evolution in Method II is stress-based and incorporates a modification of Method I proposed by the authors of the present work. The third method (Method III) is based on Hashin failure criteria [2] and takes into account the effect of sudden material degradation rule. Inter-laminar damage or delamination in Methods I and II are according to cohesive zone technique while Method III uses the Hashin failure criteria. The details of these methods are described in the following sections.
Method I 2.1.1. Intra-laminar damage model
The failure criteria of Method I is a strain-based continuum damage formulation with different failure criteria for matrix and fiber [21] . It takes into account the gradual degradation of the material controlled by the individual fracture energies of matrix and fiber. Matrix failure initiates if the failure index, MF, defined below in Equation (1) 
where C 22 is the stiffness matrix component in the direction perpendicular to that of the fibers. The fiber failure, FF, initiates if the following criterion defined by Equation (4) [21] : (4) where
. are longitudinal tensile and compressive failure strain, respectively and ! 11 is the longitudinal strain component. The fiber failure strains can be obtained from Equation (5):
where E 11 is the initial laminate's longitudinal stiffness. X t and X c represent longitudinal tensile and compressive failure strength, respectively. Once Equation (4) is satisfied, the fiber damage parameter d f evolves as shown in Equation (6) [21] : (6) where C 11 is the component of stiffness matrix. 
Once damage initiates in the laminate, the laminates' stiffness degrades. Considering fiber and matrix damage evolution and transverse isotropy, the laminate's stiffness matrix is written as shown by Equation (7) [21]:
; ;
; C 44 = E 23 ; C 55 = E 13 ;
where " ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) is the Poisson ratio. The damage growth reduces the stiffness and consequently the stress tends to redistribute in each element of the material.
Inter-laminar damage (delamination) model
Inter-laminar damage is simulated by placing cohesive elements between two adjacent layers. The constitutive response of the cohesive elements is described by a linear traction-separation law as presented in Figure 1 . Figure 1 
Delamination initiation:
The onset of delamination initiation is determined based on a quadratic nominal strain criterion [22] . The strength of the adhesive in the normal and shear directions are used as input data, as shown by Equation (8): 
where ! f n , ! f s are inter-laminar tensile and shear strain. ! s is tensile strain component, ! s and ! t are shear strain component. Parameter N is the inter-laminar tensile strength; S and T represent the inter-laminar shear strength. It is noted that for convenience, we considered a constitutive thickness of 1.0 mm such that there is no need to distinguish between the nominal strain and the separation displacement in the above equation.
Delamination growth:
The damage evolution or delamination propagation law postulates that the material stiffness is degraded once the corresponding initiation criterion is met. The damage propagation prediction is usually studied in terms of energy release rate and fracture toughness. Mixed-mode delamination growth is predicted when mixed mode fracture energy (G T ) is greater than critical fracture energy (G C ). Several laws implemented in FEM codes have been considered to compute the fracture toughness for mixedmode failure, such as Benzeggagh-Kenane (B-K) criterion [23] the power law criterion [24] , and the Reeder criterion [25] . Demonstration of applications of B-K criterion can be found in the work of Camanho et al. [26] for PEEK and epoxy composites. In this study, the 'power law criterion' proposed by Benzeggagh-Kenane -the so-called B-K criterion - [23] is used. This criterion is established in terms of an interaction between the energy release rates to predict the delamination evolution as shown by Equation (9): , with
where % is a material parameter and G Ic and G IIc are the fracture energies of Mode I and II at failure, respectively. G c is critical fracture energy. G I , G II and G III are fracture energies of Mode I, II, and III.
Method II
Method II is the modified of Method I and is a stressbased continuum damage formulation with the fiber and matrix failure proposed by the present authors.
The main difference between Methods I and II is in the definition of matrix and fiber failure indices (MF and FF) in which the former uses the strainbased approach and the latter II uses the stressbased approach. Damage initiation is based on the Hashin failure criteria summarized in Table 1 .
As summarized in Table 1 , seven sets of initiation criteria are considered. For detecting fiber, matrix and delamination some indices are defined, i.e., MF for matrix failure in either tension or compression, FF for fiber failure in either tension or compression, DELT delamination failure in tension and DELC for delamination failure in compression. Once each of the indices reaches the unit value, failure is initiated and softening process in the material begins. The matrix damage evolution parameter d m is the modified version of Equation (3) and based on stress approach described by Equation (10) (Please see Section 2.1. for more details):
The fiber damage evolution d f is obtained using Equation (11):
The procedure for evaluation of delamination or inter-laminar damage is the same as the delamination method described in Section 2.1.2. (Please see Section 2.1 for more details).
Method III
Method III uses the Hashin failure criteria as summarized in Table 1 . This method is used for identifying matrix tensile/compressive cracking, fiber tensile/compressive breakage, fiber/matrix shear failure, and tension/compression delamination. If failure criterion is satisfied in an element, the material properties of that failed element is changed by a set of material properties in accordance with the sudden degradation rule. Corresponding to the type of the failure, the laminate response against the load is changed in the case of the damage. The sudden stiff-
ness degradation of the failed element in the matrix and fibers is different. For example, once the matrix fails in tension, the transverse stiffness, E 22 , drops to 0.2E 22 while at the onset of the fiber failure the longitudinal stiffness, E 11 , reduces to 0.07E 11 . Therefore, in the current work, the material degradation rules are based on the work of [27, 28] for matrix tensile/compressive failure and for fiber tensile/compressive failure (See Table 1 ). Note that fiber/matrix shear and delamination failure were not considered in the work of [27, 28] and therefore material property is reduced to a small value for these damage modes.
Model development
To perform stress and progressive damage analysis based on Methods I, II, III, a three-dimensional finite element model is created in ABAQUS™ [22] . One end of the laminate is clamped in x, y, and z and the other end is subjected to the uniform displacement of v (Figure 2a ). ABAQUS 6-node linear triangular prism (C3D6) is defined to mesh the composite laminate such that each ply has one element through the thickness direction. ABAQUS 6-node, three-dimensional cohesive element (COH3D6) is defined to mesh the cohesive layers with 0.001 mm thickness. [7] . The latter is chosen to verify the results of the presented simulation; See Table 2 . In each case, because of the symmetry condition, only one quarter of the specimen is modeled. That is, the model is in the shape of the specimen is cut in half in XZ plane and then cut in half in YZ plane. Boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2a .
Stochastic material properties distribution
The laminate's stiffness and strength are generated using the Gaussian distribution function with around ±1% of variation to consider spatial stochastic properties in the model. A typical Gaussian distribution of the AS4/PEEK longitudinal stiffness is shown in Figure 2b . Gaussian distribution function is defined in user-subroutine SDVINI in ABAQUS which enables the user to specify the initial solution-dependent state variables with stochastic material properties. 
Numerical procedure
The progressive damage model is implemented in ABAQUS™ through the user-defined subroutine UMAT to describe the specific material characteristics. This subroutine is called to determine the material properties at each point. The stresses and solution-dependent state variables are updated at the end of each iteration and the Jacobian matrix is recalculated accordingly. The simulation starts with the model preparation as presented in the flowchart of the procedure; See Figure 3 . Then, a Gaussian distribution for the laminate properties is applied to all the elements. Stress analysis is then performed based on the applied displacement followed by the failure analysis. 
Sensitivity analysis parameters
Sensitivity studies are performed to examine the influence of various parameters on the load-displacement curves of the progressive damage models. The parameters of particular interest pertain to mesh density and viscous regularization (&).
Mesh dependency:
The problem of strain localization induced by damage localization is treated by a method that minimizes the mesh dependency in the numerical results. This is done by using the fracture energy-based damage evolution and considering the characteristic length of the element into the damage evolution law. The calculation of the characteristic length without considering the crack direction depends on the element geometry and formulations. Hence, the problem of mesh dependency still exists [13] . In order to minimize the problem of mesh dependency, elements' aspect ratio (the ratio of shortest edge to the Table 2 .
Viscous regularization factor (!):
Material models that exhibits softening behavior and stiffness degradation often tend to have severe convergence difficulties. A common technique to alleviate the associated convergence difficulties is to implement the so-called viscous regularization factor which through the introduction of a viscosity term in the damage evolution of Equations (10) and (11) forces the tangent stiffness matrix of the softening material to be positive definite for adequately small time increments [9, 22] . It is important to check that the energy associated with viscous regularization is small compared to the overall strain energy. The time evolution equation of viscous damage variable is as defined by Equations (12) and (13) [9, 22] : 
Material and experiment
The material of the present work is an AS4/PEEK quasi-isotropic laminate [0/90/-45/+45] 3s with polyether-ether-ketone matrix and carbon fiber and fabricated using the autoclave method from the prepreg (APC-2). The volume fraction of the fibers is 60% according to the data provided by the manufacturer. The specimens are prepared according to ASTM D3039M with a centrally circular hole. The specimen dimensions and mechanical properties of AS4/PEEK laminate are summarized in Table 3 and  Table 4 , respectively. As presented in Table 3 , L is the length of specimen, W is the width and D is the hole diameter. Fracture properties are summarized in Table 5 [29] and the values of fracture energies of the fiber and matrix in Table 5 are from [9] . Static tests were performed on a universal fatigue test Figure 3 . Damage flowchart implemented in ABAQUS™  Table 3 . The laminate dimensions machine (TESTRESOURCES Model 930LX50-T2000).
Results and discussions
Numerical Figure 4 shows the comparison of load-displacement curves of different progressive damage approaches (Method I, II, and III) with the experimental and numerical data of [7] for [0/45/90/-45] 2s AS4/PEEK laminate. It shows that once the damage accumulation increases and the laminate is not able to sustain more load, the strength reduces and numerical simulation is stopped due to excessive element distortion. Three regions can be seen in these curves: a linear response, softening trend representing the initiation and propagation of the damage such as fiber and matrix failure when damage occurs in critical number of elements, followed by a region in which the load capacity drops. Compared to the experimental and numerical data, the prediction of the current numerical simulations are quite close. Mesh size study is performed to evaluate the effect of mesh density on the prediction of failure strength. Three different meshes ranges from a coarse (Mesh I), medium (Mesh II) to a fine (Mesh III) for the area around the hole are shown in Figure 5 . The viscous regularization factor of 0.003 is used with the degradation analysis of Method I. It can be seen that for Mesh I the abrupt decrease of the ultimate strength is slightly greater than the experimental result and that it overestimates the failure strength by about 3 percent. By refining the mesh and reducing the aspect ratio of the meshes to close to 1, the results of Mesh II and III predictions show close agreement with those obtained experimentally. Although the characteristic length is considered in the damage analysis to minimize the mesh size effect, a slight dependency to the mesh size still exists in the numerical results. Figure 6 gives the load-displacement results of different values of the viscosity parameter in Methods I and II. It can be seen that the smaller the viscous regularization factor, the more abrupt the failure and the smaller failure strength become. Since two image of failed specimen (Figure 9d) , the results indicate that the failure of 0° plies can be either in the direction perpendicular to the fibers or in the inclined direction depending on sub-critical damage development in the adjacent plies. The numerical failure paths in Figures 9a-9c are consistent with the image of the failed laminate. Figures 9e-9f show the damage patterns for matrix failure in 90 and 45°p lies, respectively. The matrix strength, Y t , is small compared to the fiber strength, X t , and matrix failure is the sever type of the damage in 90, 45, and -45° plies. As seen in Figures 9e-9f , the matrix failure path of 90 and 45° plies is in the 0 and 45 directions, respectively (path 4, 5). 
[0/45/90/-45] 2s laminate

Conclusions
The present paper presents a study of the progres- Method I is a strain-based damage evolution while Method II is the modified of Method I and stressbased damage evolution proposed in this work. Method III obeys the Hashin-based degradation evolution criteria. Gaussian distribution is considered to model the scatter of material properties during the simulation. The model is applied to predict the strength of the open-hole laminate and the simulation results correlate well with the experimental data of the present work and [7] . A parametric study is performed for the effect of different mesh sizes and viscous regularization factors. The results show that in Methods I and II the damage prediction is sensitive to viscous regularization factor and mesh sizes. However, in latter, the characteristic length of the elements is considered to minimize the effect of the mesh size. The results of different damage patterns of the 0° fibers indicates that depending on the stochastic material properties, the failure path differs each time the model is run. The study on the effects of Gaussian distribution of material properties shows that depending on the scattering of material properties, the damage propagation and failure path vary each time the numerical simulation is run. The failure paths obtained from re-running the simulation for several times are in close agreement with the image of fractured specimen.
